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Abstract. The topic of recommender systems is rapidly gaining interest
in the user-behaviour modeling research domain. Over the years, various
recommender algorithms based on diﬀerent mathematical models have
been introduced in the literature. Researchers interested in proposing a
new recommender model or modifying an existing algorithm should take
into account a variety of key performance indicators, such as execution
time, recall and precision. Till date and to the best of our knowledge,
no general cross-validation scheme to evaluate the performance of recommender algorithms has been developed. To ﬁll this gap we propose an
extension of conventional cross-validation. Besides splitting the initial
data into training and test subsets, we also split the attribute description of the dataset into a hidden and visible part. We then discuss how
such a splitting scheme can be applied in practice. Empirical validation
is performed on traditional user-based and item-based recommender algorithms which were applied to the MovieLens dataset.
Keywords: recommender systems, quality of recommendations, userbehavior modeling, applied combinatorics.

1

Introduction

A modern Internet user rather frequently faces recommender systems. For example, if a user buys a book X in an online book shop she also gets recommendations in the form “other customers who bought book X also bought books Y
and Z”. There are a lot of web systems which can recommend potentially interesting web sites to a particular user, they are called social bookmarking systems
(e.g. http://del.ici.ou.us). Besides consulting the Internet the most popular and
non-technological way to get recommendations is still friends’ suggestions. However, if a user wants to buy multiple items (to watch, to read etc.) the task
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becomes harder, because there may be a lot of diﬀerent choice options and her
friends may not be informed about latest items in the ﬁeld or just have a different taste. To cope with these diﬃculties so-called collaborative ﬁltering can
be used [3]. Recommender algorithms based on collaborative ﬁltering techniques
utilise a fairly simple scheme. They ﬁrst ﬁnd users of the system who have similar tastes or preferences as the current user, then compose the list of items the
users selected and rank these items. The results she gets are the Top-N items
of the list. Another less evident but demanded application is recommending key
phrases in web advertising systems, where ﬁrms buy advertising phrases from
web search engines to show advertisement by a user’s request [4,5]. In this paper
we propose a novel scheme for evaluating the quality of recommendations made.
We empirically show the usefulness of this scheme by applying it to a traditional
user-based and item-based recommender algorithm. These algorithms were using
the well-known MovieLens dataset.The remainder of this paper is composed as
follows. In section 2 we describe in detail the two major groups of recommender
algorithms. In section 3 we zoom in on some popular similarity measures. In
section 4 we present our recommendation quality evaluation scheme. Section 5
details the results of some experiments made. Finally section 6 concludes this
paper.

2

Recommender Models

In this paper without loss of generality we consider only two groups of recommender techniques, which can be called the classical ones, mainly user-based
and item-based approaches [2,1]. A key notion for these techniques is similarity,
which can be expressed as Jacquard measure, Pearson correlation coeﬃcient,
cosine similarity etc. Initial data are usually represented by an object-attribute
matrix, where the rows describe objects (users) and the columns represent attributes (items). A particular cell of the matrix can be either 1 or 0, which stands
for the fact that the item was purchased or not respectively. Also the values can
be rates or marks of items, for example, movie ratings given by users.
User-Based Recommendations. User-based methods ﬁnd similarity between
a target user u0 and other users of the recommender system. As a result the
target user has n most frequently bought items by k most similar to u0 users
(customers). Let u0 be a target user, uI0 be items that she evaluated, sim(u0 , u)
be a similarity between the target user u0 and another user u. In this research
we use Pearson correlation coeﬃcient as a similarity measure. Deﬁne the set of
nearest neighbors (neighborhood) for the target user by the formula:
N (u0 ) = {u|sim(u0 , u) ≤ Θ}.
However, it is appropriate to obtain T op − k nearest neighbors, that is T op − k
deﬁnes the threshold Θ. Hence the set of nearest neighbors includes k users which
have the similarity with u0 higher than a certain threshold. After ordering the
users by decreasing similarity, one should select not only T op − k of them, but
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also check the similarity value of (k + 1)-th user in the list. If this similarity
value is equal to the preceding one than one should add (k + 1)-th user to the
neighborhood N (u0 ). One should repeat the procedure until the next similarity value changes. Since we predict the rate of an item i by a speciﬁc target
user u0 we are interesting only those users from the neighborhood who have
evaluated i:
N (u0 |i) = {u|i ∈ uI & u ∈ N (u0 )}.
Denote by rui the rate (mark) of an item i by a user u we obtain the formula
for the predicting rate

r̂u0 i =

u∈N (u0 |i)

sim(u0 , u) × rui



u∈N (u0 |i)

.

sim(u0 , u)

Item-based recommendations. The idea of the item-based technique is similar to the described user-based method, but similarity is calculated between
items. Denote by u0 again the target user, by uI0 the items she evaluated, by
sim(i, j) the similarity between items i and j. Deﬁne the neighborhood for an
item i analogously the neighborhood for a target user by N (i) = {j|sim(i, j) ≥
Θ}. By doing so we have top-k nearest items to i, that is top-k deﬁnes Θ. To
predict the rate for a target user u0 one has to compare the items which u0 evaluated with those that she didn’t rate. Therefore we reﬁne the formula for item
neighborhood taking into account the target user as follows N (i|u0 ) = {j|j ∈
uI0 , i ∈ uI0 , j ∈ N (i)}.
Denote by rui the rate of an item i by a user u and by doing so we get

r̂u0 i =

j∈uI0

sim(i, j) × ru0 j


j∈uI0 )

sim(i, j)

.

Then we rank marks in decreasing order and return the ﬁrst n of them as a
recommendation. The main computational advantage of this method is based on
the following fact: the number of e-commerce web-site users is usually increasing
over time, but new items are added not so frequent. That is why pairwise users’
similarity computation while forming a new recommendation may take much
time, but items’ similarity can be calculated oﬄine in advance and the obtained
similarity matrix can be reused many times later. These techniques have some
shortcomings, for instance, in case of the so-called cold start problem we don’t
know user’s history and these methods are not able to make recommendations,
but they can do it better than some more sophisticated algorithms in case the
user’s history is known.
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Similarity Measures

To deﬁne similarity between two objects or attributes diﬀerent similarity measures (or even metrics) are used. Usually, such a measure has the value between
0 and 1 (for absolute similarity). Let us consider some of these measures.
Distance-Based Similarity. To calculate similarity we should ﬁnd the distance
between compared objects or attributes. There are some frequently used ways to
calculate the distance. Each initial object is represented by a vector in attribute
space (dually for distance between two attributes). 
Then Euclidean distance

(xi − yi )2 . Hamming
between two objects x and y is deﬁned as d(x, y) =
i

distance
is usually used for binary data, which is deﬁned by the formula d(x, y) =

1. The simplest way to calculate the similarity then is to apply the following
xi =yi
1
(see, e.g. [7]).
formula s(x, y) = 1+d(x,y)
Let us take a closer look at Hamming distance. In this case d takes only
natural values and 0 and the maximal value of s is equal to 1 for d = 0. And for
the next value d = 1 the similarity s is equal to 1/2; it’s a clear drawback of the
similarity calculation formula. For example, let x and y be two binary vectors
which diﬀer only in one component, according to the previous formula they are
only one half similar. This rough character of s values can be easily seen in
ﬁgure 1.

Fig. 1. Similarity versus Hamming distance

Correlation as similarity. In the formula below similarity between two vectors
is calculated by means of the well-known Pearson correlation:

(xi − x)(yi − y)

,
P earson(x, y) =  i
(xi − x)2 · (yi − y)2
i

i

where −1 ≤ P earson ≤ 1.
The main drawback of Pearson correlation as a similarity measure is its undeﬁned value for vectors with constant components. By the way, we have zero denominator for the vector x = (4, 4, · · · , 4). This is why we may loose some potentially
recommended items. For example, let us consider two vectors a = (0, 5, 5, 4) and
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b = (0, 4, 5, 0). If one would think on them like tuples of two users’ rates then it is
intuitively clear that these users are quite similar to each other. However, the correlation will not be calculated because a following constraint: the initial vectors
are trimmed to their non-zero components [8]. In our case one should calculate
the correlation between (5,5) and (4,5). How it was shown above the correlation
is undeﬁned. Some authors proposed to suppose the correlation value equal to 0
[7], but in our opinion it is not correct.
Other similarity measures. There are dozens diﬀerent measures to ﬁnd
the similarity, for example cosine similarity (very close to Pearson), Jacquard
and Tanimoto coeﬃcients, etc.

4

Recommendation Quality Evaluation

In this section we propose the scheme for quality evaluation of an arbitrary
recommender system. Let initial data be represented by an object-attribute table
(binary relation) T ⊆ U × I, which shows that a user u ∈ U purchased i ∈ I, i.e.
uT i. To evaluate quality of recommendations in terms of precision and recall we
can split the initial user set U into training Utraining and Utest test subsets. The
size of the test set as a rule should be less than the size of the training set, e.g.
20% and 80% respectively. Recommendation precision and recall is evaluated on
the test set. This part of the algorithm looks like one step of the conventional
cross-validation. Then each user vector u from Utest is divided into two parts
which consist of evaluated items Ivisible and non evaluated items Ihidden . Ihidden
are the items which we intentionally hided. Note that in existing literature the
proportion between size of Ivisible and Ihidden is not discussed even in similar
schemes [8]. Then, for example, a user-based algorithm makes recommendations
according to similarity between users from the test and training sets. Each user
from Utest gets the recommendations as a set of ﬁxed size rn (u) = {i1 , i2 , · · · , in }.
Precision and recall deﬁned by
recall =

|rn (u) ∩ uI ∩ Ihidden |
,
|uI ∩ Ihidden |

precision =

|rn (u) ∩ uI ∩ Ihidden |
,
|rn (u) ∩ Ihidden |

where uI is a set of all items from I bought by the user u. The values of these
measures are calculated for each user and then averaged. The experiment is
performed several times, e.g. 100, for diﬀerent test and training set splits. Then
the values are averaged again. In addition there is a possibility to select Ihidden
set, which can be done at random, but we have to specify the proportion, e.g.
20%. The idea behind the method comes from machine learning where it is
called cross-validation, but in case of recommender systems some modiﬁcations
are needed. We modiﬁed m-fold cross-validation, which is performed by splitting
the initial set into m disjoint subsets, where each subset is used as a test set and
the other subsets are considered as training ones. In addition to standard ways
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of precision and recall computation we propose original modiﬁcation of their
formulas in case of division by zero. In particular, if |uI ∩ Ihidden | = 0 then
recall = 1. If |rn (u) ∩ Ihidden | = 0 and uI = 0, then precision = 1, otherwise
precision = 0. Experiments have been done on MovieLens datasets about ﬁlms’
rates and synthetical ones which are generated by us.

5

Experiment Results

We have carried out a series of experiments on the movie dataset which contains
1682 movies rated by 943 users and each of the users has evaluated at least
20 movies. All experiments were done on a laptop with Intel Core 2 Duo 2
GHz processor and 3Gb RAM under the operating system Windows Vista. All
algorithms were implemented in Python 2.6. We show results of the experiment
concerning precision and recall behavior for diﬀerent number of hidden items
(10-fold cross-validation with a neighborhood size of 10).

Fig. 2. Recall versus number of hidden items

As we can see from 3 and 4 these methods have almost identical behavior,
but the recall of the user-based method is a bit higher in the range from 1
to 10 hidden attributes. In the same way, we conduct experiments on movie
rates data where the fraction of hidden attributes was ranging from 1% to 20%.
Our diagrams show that the item-based method works better with a rather small
number of hidden attributes (≈1%). For higher values of |Ihidden | the item-based
method’s quality drastically decreases, while the performance of the user-based
method is still quite stable, moreover in our experiments at 6-7% for |Ihidden |
the recall slightly increases.
We show how the quality of the results is inﬂuenced by the number of neighbors and the test set size for our synthetic data set of size 20 users × 20 items
with four rectangles 5 × 5 full of ones (see 4 and 5). We can conclude that precision and recall increase while the number of neighbors grows and the user-based
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Fig. 3. Precision versus number of hidden items

Fig. 4. Recall versus number of nearest neighbors

Fig. 5. Precision versus number of nearest neighbors
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method needs less number of neighbors than item-based for gaining the same
quality. Results for varying test set’s size have similar nature, the larger test
size the better quality of prediction, and again user-based method shows better
quality.

6

Conclusions

The proposed method for recommender systems evaluation makes it possible
to compare recommender algorithms and tune their parameters. In the experimentation on real data sets we have found that classical user-based methods are
better than item-based in terms of recall and precision for 10 hidden items (Top10, one of the most typical sizes of recommender lists). Our approach enables
the comparison of any other recommender algorithms, e.g. biclustering based algorithms [4,5]. Our future research on recommender systems’ quality assessment
include a comparative study of biclustering based algorithms and investigation
of statistical properties of the approach also taking into account the time parameter. Another potentially interesting avenue is analysing the performance of
a Formal Concept Analysis inspired recommender algorithm [9].
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